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Abstract

The shear strength of prestressed concrete girders with a low amount of web rein-

forcement is an ongoing subject of research, in particular with regard to the

assessment of existing concrete bridges. In this paper, a series of experiments is

presented that addresses this question and at the same time significantly lowers

the degree of longitudinal reinforcement in line with efficiently designed bridge

cross-sections and contrary to the vast majority of representative scaled test series.

The limit case observations allow for a shear failure of the system even in the case

of yielding longitudinal reinforcement due to the incremental strain in the ten-

dons that could be activated. The focus of the presented analysis lies within the

load-dependent crack kinematics of the beam elements on the basis of the digital

image correlation. It is shown that, depending on the longitudinal strain of the

cross-section, load-bearing components associated with aggregate interlock do

not seem to be mechanically reasonable and an extent of plasticity-theoretical

ideas through a compression chord component appears to be more consistent.
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NOTATIONS

αcc factor to take into account long-term effects on
compressive strength and to convert between
cylindrical compressive strength and uncon-
fined compressive strength of concrete

Δσp stress increase of tendons
δn,t local crack opening and sliding deformations
ηfc reduction factor accounting for brittleness of

concrete
γi,j difference angles for deriving the local frac-

ture mode
γxy shear strain
ν median
ω mechanical longitudinal reinforcement ratio
ρsl longitudinal reinforcement ratio
σ standard deviation
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σc compressive stress in concrete
σcp normal compressive stress in concrete due to

the horizontal component of prestressing
σn,t local stress components along crack contours
σsl,i stress in longitudinal reinforcement due to

external loading
θ compression strut angle
ε1 principle tensile strain
εc1 concrete compressive strain at maximum load
εc2 concrete compressive strain at crushing
εxm mean longitudinal strain
εy,sw yield strain of stirrups
εz strain in concrete parallel to stirrups
Ø diameter of reinforcing bars, equivalent diame-

ter of strands
c traced normal vector from crack contours
r displacement vector resulting from DIC data
A10 fracture strain
Ac cross-sectional area of beam elements
ad dilatancy ratio
Agt uniform strain without necking of steel probe
Ap cross-sectional area of prestressed tendons
Asl cross-sectional area of nonprestressed longitudi-

nal reinforcement
bw,nom effective web width
d effective cross-section depth
DIC digital image correlation
Ecm secant modulus of concrete
Eii Langrange distortion
Es=p secant modulus of reinforcing steel/ prestressed

strands
F field moment area
fc,cyl cylinder compressive strength of concrete
fct,sp tensile splitting strength of concrete
fRm related rib area of reinforcing bars
fRnorm related rib area of reinforcing bars required by

standard
kc reduction factor for concrete compressive

strength due to transverse tensile strain
PR Parabola-Rectangle graph of concrete under

compression
Rm tensile strength of reinforcing steel/ prestressed

strands
Rs=p,0:2 offset yield strength at 0.2% strain of reinforcing

steel/ prestressed strands
S support moment area
Vmax shear resistance
Vp,v shear resistance of inclined tendons (vertical

component)
Vr,c compression strut capacity
Vsw shear resistance of stirrups
VSG virtual strain gauge
xc compression zone height

xgap joint opening from external load at the shear
key profiling, initial precompressed ten-
sion zone

z inner lever arm

1 | INTRODUCTION

For the evaluation of existing bridges and especially in
the light of specific questions on prestressed concrete
bridge construction, theoretical and experimental efforts
for the assessment of the shear strength capacity have
been intensified in the recent past, as in particular char-
acteristic load-bearing mechanisms of prestressed contin-
uous beams with a low amount of shear reinforcement
are continuously under discussion.1–6 A feature that is
largely common to previous experimental investigations
is found in the comparatively high degree of longitudinal
reinforcement of the test specimens, which should avoid
premature bending failure in favor of the desired shear
failure. Individual test series on the influence of the
degree of longitudinal reinforcement or the strain state of
the longitudinal reinforcement in connection with the
shear behavior of reinforced concrete beams suggest that
an oversized longitudinal reinforcement implicitly influ-
ences the shear transfer actions and thus possibly falsifies
the transferability of experimental evidence to economi-
cally designed bridge girders.7–9 The influence of yielding
longitudinal reinforcement, associated beam rotation and
its effect on the shear capacity of nonprestressed beam
systems are discussed in detail in.10 Again, the significant
deformations of the chords show a negative influence on
achievable shear capacities, which can be attributed to
the reduced concrete load-bearing component. A consid-
eration of the influence of the strain state in the case of
mixed reinforced tension chords including conventional
reinforcement and post-tensioned tendons is investigated
for the first time within the scope of the presented experi-
ments. Given this background, a test series of rectangular
and T-beam cross-sections was conducted to investigate
the shear capacity and fracture behavior with succes-
sively reduced longitudinal reinforcement levels. An
essential observation is that -despite plastic deformation
of the tension chord reinforcement for the lowest but still
practical plausible degree of longitudinal reinforcement-
the ultimate load capacity is governed by a shear failure
of the system with a corresponding increase in strain in
the tendons, which upholds the internal equilibrium.

After presenting the experimental programme and the
underlying boundary conditions and results (chapter 2),
chapter 3 discuss a possible integration of the gained
insights into the assumptions of the theory of plasticity.
The capacity of the concrete web, excluding a concrete
compression failure and the vertical component of inclined
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tendons as part of the shear strength, is defined according
to the plasticity theory by the exploitation of the web rein-
forcement using a compression strut angle θ, which
describes the lower-bound solution.11 However, the range
of shear force tests carried out on prestressed beam ele-
ments demonstrates in a unified manner that further, far
more dominant load-bearing components are effective
and thus an extension in the consideration of classical
resisting mechanisms is required to capture those effects
and make a more precise assessment of the shear
strength to be expected. There are already various empiri-
cally or mechanically analytical approaches to this.2,5,6,12–
14 Accompanying thoughts on the description of an addi-
tional concrete transfer action component are tackled in
this paper in such a way that basic mechanical thoughts
on the phenomenological description of the shear crack-
ing behavior are discussed on the basis of processed eval-
uations of the digital image correlation (DIC). The DIC
analysis allows continuous, full-surface evaluation of the
crack formation progress and resulting kinematics.15,16

This can be a contribution in the validation and weight-
ing of individual vacant load-bearing components, espe-
cially with regard to the option of crack-bridging stresses.
Chapter 4 describes the knowledge gained from digital
image correlation and the selected approaches for evalua-
tion. On the basis of the results, existing model concepts,
as briefly discussed in chapter 5, can be delimited and
key points for further analyses can be defined.

2 | EXPERIMENTS

2.1 | Test setup

Instead of conventional continuous beam systems, pre-
stressed beam elements, so-called substructures, are tested
in a test setup specially designed for this purpose at the
institute,1,17 while the basic idea for testing extracted sub-
systems has already been used successfully before, for
example, ref. 18. The analysis of the shear behavior focuses
on the region between the load introduction and the central
support of a reference continuous beam, cf. (Figure 1a).
This domain is considered in a isolated manner, taking into
account the applied internal forces and the compatibility of
the deformations and rotations in the exposed edge of the
section. Analogous to the reference system, a linear bending
moment curve with a constant shear force is obtained along
the beam element. The shear slenderness of the tested sys-
tems is therefore λ≈ 3, which suggests a primary and also
desired beam action under shear while the influence of
direct compression struts appears negligible.19 Including
the mixed reinforced tension chord (incl. tendons) and
the resulting weighted static effective height reduces this
reference value, as does the degree of prestressing, which

influences the geometric stiffness. The load introducing
plate, shown on the left in Figure 1, applies the load via
six individually controllable axes (two cylinders each in
position and orientation in the depth of the illustration).
In addition to the two vertical cylinders, which are
mainly responsible for the vertical load vector, the two
horizontal pairs of cylinders ensure the positive span
moment. Forces and moments result from a matrix–
vector product of known cylinder forces, movements and
fixed point coordinates when transformed around a
global system pole. The displacement of the fixed point
coordinates of the cylinders as a result of elastic deforma-
tion of the retaining structures are also measured and
compensated for in the control system. The right load
plate receives the forces, but subsequent reaction bars are
rigid truss bars without integration into the control sys-
tem. The shear key profile serves to transfer the shear
force. The compression zone is designed as a dry joint
contact on both sides, while the reinforcement in the cor-
responding tension chord and the tendons are each
anchored at the back of the rigid load plates. Further
information and illustrative figures on the application of
the substructure technique can be found here.20

2.2 | Test program

The test series considers the influence of a gradually
reduced degree of longitudinal reinforcement on rectan-
gular cross-sections and T-beams. All beam elements pro-
vide a very small amount of shear reinforcement, which
corresponds to about 90% of the minimum shear rein-
forcement according to Eurocode 2.21 The further struc-
tural detailing of the design remains unchanged,
cf. (Figure 1c). Material parameters were determined on
the day a beam element test was carried out, 28 days after
casting at the earliest. For workability reasons, a concrete
with a maximum aggregate size of 8 mm without addi-
tives was chosen. The main material parameters, the
varying degree of longitudinal reinforcement, chosen pre-
stressing (compressive normal stress in the concrete in
height of the gravity axis in the middle of the beam ele-
ment) and achieved failure loads are summarized in
Tables 1 and 2. The selected design leads to initial pre-
stressing steel stresses of approx. 600–700 MPa, which
represent a comparatively low utilization of the prestres-
sing steel. This approach was chosen in order to ade-
quately connect to the data basis of the tests of previous
projects.1,22 To establish the post-tensioning bond, the
tendons, which are routed in flat ducts, are then grouted
with mortar. The grout achieved a compressive strength
of 68.0 MPa and a tensile strength of 6.2 MPa at the prism
on average in all tests. The first letter of the test ID indi-
cates the cross-section type, the numbering reflects the
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chosen diameter of the longitudinal reinforcing bars Øsl

in the chords. In addition to the essential characteristic
values of the ductile reinforcing steel bar (BSt500B), the
related rib area fRm was also determined.

2.3 | Main results

All beams of the test series failed in shear. In the series of
tests considered, a reduced degree of longitudinal

reinforcement does not adversely affect the shear capac-
ity. This is made possible by a significant increase in
strain of the initially moderately prestressed tendons. The
internal force equilibrium at failure depends on general
system deformation, the stiffness ratios in the tension
chords and the cracked compressive stress field in the
web in interaction with crossing reinforcement and ten-
dons. The increase in strain in the tendons allows the
internal equilibrium of the forces in the cut edges under
maximum bending, so that even in the case of yielding
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FIGURE 1 Experimental setup and focus of presented studies: (a) Substructure technique for investigating the shear strength of

prestressed beam elements based on the shear field of a continuous beam between the point load in the span and the inner support.

Reinforcement and tendons are anchored in tension in the cut edges/load plates. Deformed system and internal forces acting on it. The

shear key profiling enables the transmission of shear forces in analogy to bridges in segmental construction. (b) Bending moment and shear

force acting along the beam element. (c) Tendon layout and reinforcement detailing for investigated R- and T-shaped beam elements.
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reinforcing steel, the load path is ultimately defined by a
shear failure. Bending cracks, shear cracking in general
and the development of critical shear cracks, which ulti-
mately limit the shear capacity with severe crack opening
and stirrup rupture, in particular occurred in both field
and support areas over the test series, see Figure 2. Basi-
cally, with the applied internal forces (Section 2.1), simi-
lar loading conditions exist in the field and support areas.
The strains in the extreme fibers of the cross-section nat-
urally diverge in T-beam cross-sections due to the pro-
filed compression zone under positive bending moment.
The rectangular cross-sections R25 and R22 form the
final critical shear cracks in the field at load introduction.
The flexural shear crack tightens the compression zone
progressively as the crack root turns off strongly, which

ultimately results in a combined shear compression fail-
ure. All T-beam cross-sections, on the other hand, show a
failure-initiating shear tensile crack in the support zone,
which crosses the tendon and, in case of T22 and T18,
does not continue at the lower edge of the flange, but
even enters far into the flange. In all tests, after initial
shear cracking, a further increase in load is possible,
whose difference to the ultimate load is at least equal to
the shear cracking load. Consequently, a reduced degree
of longitudinal reinforcement significantly reduces the
gap between bending and shear failure and does not lead
to a completely brittle shear failure without failure indi-
cation, as a pronounced crack pattern can develop
despite reduced longitudinal reinforcement and a very
light shear reinforcement ratio. However, with the onset

TABLE 1 Distinctive features, concrete properties and shear failure loads of the presented beam elements

ID ρsl [�] (abs.) fc,cyl (MPa) fct,sp (MPa) Ecm (MPa) σcp (MPa) Vmax (kN)

R25 0.016 (6 Ø 25) 41.9 3.03 28,813 2.50 483.9

R22 0.012 (6 Ø 22) 40.3 3.04 29,482 2.50 517.2

R18 0.008 (6 Ø 18) 44.4 3.04 28,631 2.50 584.6

T25 0.016 (6 Ø 25) 41.9 3.54 27,959 2.50 509.9

T22 0.012 (6 Ø 22) 53.7 3.67 31,263 2.50 609.3

T18 0.008 (6 Ø 18) 43.8 3.84 28,591 2.50 578.8

TABLE 2 Mechanical properties of used reinforcement and strands

Øs (mm) Es=p (GPa) Rs=p,0:2 (MPa) Rm (MPa) Agt (%) A10 (%) fRm (�) fRm=fRnorm (�)

6 200.0 531.2 601.1 5.38 14.10 0.062 1.59

18 203.0 536.5 638.5 11.53 17.33 0.079 1.41

22 198.9 522.9 633.6 12.08 19.60 0.070 1.25

25 214.3 519.8 639.9 10.88 19.20 0.056 1.05

15.7 199.5 1813.0 1946.0 5.74 6.70

R18

R22

R25

T18

T22

T25

FIGURE 2 Crack patterns of test specimen at ultimate state.
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of final shear cracking kinematics, the released energy
can only be damped by the stiffness of the chords and the
crossing tendons, which is why the fracture of the tests
with the lowest degree of longitudinal reinforcement
show a particularly abrupt character.

The tests were accompanied by an extensive measure-
ment setup. Conventionally recorded forces of the
hydraulic cylinders and resulting global section forces,
continuous vertical deformation and horizontal joint

opening as well as strains on the concrete surface from
strain gauges are supplemented by fiber-optic quasi-
continuous strain measurement along the longitudinal
reinforcement and in the tendon. This information is not
elaborated within the scope of this paper in order to limit
the extent. In addition, tentative tests were carried out
with smooth longitudinal reinforcement without ribs,
which also resulted in a shear failure due to a consider-
able increase in the strain of the tendons. These tests are

F S

Utilisation of moment capacityUtilisation of yield strength Asl

(a)

(b)

xc

xgap

(c) (d)

M=1.75 V 
M=-1.75 V 

Rs0.2, Rm, Agt, Es = f(Øsl)

fc, c1, Ec = f(PR, cc=0.85)

Rp0.2, Rm, Agt, Ep = f(Y)

FIGURE 3 Extent of utilization in limiting sections of the shear span of constant width under bending: (a) Definition of considered

sections and assumptions made in the scope of the iterative evaluation of the strain plane to determine the load-bearing capacity in

considered sections F and S; (b) Utilization rates of the tension chord reinforcement Asl and the complete cross-section over the test series;

(c) Tendon stress increase Δσp as a function of cross-section shape and degree of longitudinal reinforcement ρsl per cut edge; (d) Influence

parameters for the evaluation of the stress increase, exemplarily shown for the cut edge of the supporting moment.
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also not discussed in this paper. Before, as already men-
tioned, the focus is set on the analysis of digital image
data and the associated description of the crack kinemat-
ics, the internal force equilibrium at cross-section level
under failure load is to be shown for the considered lon-
gitudinal reinforcement levels.

2.4 | Considerations at cross
section level

For further evaluation of the shear strength characteris-
tics, an overview of the stress ratios at the edge cross-
sections of the shear span of constant cross-section width
adjacent to the haunches and load plates is given. Taking
into account the applied global forces and the post-
tensioned tendons, the reinforcing steel in the tension
chord reaches its yield strain in the support area of the
tests R18 and T18, (see Figure 3b). This consideration at
cross-section level is conservative as the increased strain
of the reinforcement due to tension shift is not taken into
account. Quasi-continuous fiber-optic measurement of
the strain along the longitudinal reinforcement confirms
that. Here, a shifted curve is formed corresponding to
cover the envelope of tensile force due to bending. In
addition to the test-specific material parameters for con-
crete and longitudinal reinforcement, the immediate pre-
stress losses are taken into account. Since the
prestressing is carried out starting from the cut edge of
the supporting moment, a slightly lower prestressing due
to wedge slip remains. Figure 3b shows the mobilization
of the stepped longitudinal reinforcement level and the
global cross-sectional capacity under achieved shear
capacity.

Parallel to the tests on prestressed beam elements,
small-scale tests were also carried out on strands grouted
in ducts. The evaluation of the bond behavior and corre-
sponding strain in the robust optical measuring fiber
embedded in the grouting mortar are used in the evalua-
tion of the different bond characteristics of the longitudi-
nal reinforcement and the strands. In addition, the bond
length is estimated in this consideration and the free
length of the strands up to the anchorage in the perfo-
rated disc at the back of the counterfort is included. The
tests show that even with considerably reduced longitudi-
nal reinforcement and the yielding of the same, the bend-
ing capacity of the exposed cross-sections does not
necessarily become critical if sufficient prestressing steel
area is present and the corresponding increase in strain
can be mobilized here. The total cross-sectional area of
the prestressing steel of 900 mm2 corresponds to a share
of just under 2/3 of the mechanical longitudinal rein-
forcement degree (cf. Equation 1) at the lowest degree of

longitudinal reinforcement (R18 and T18 with
ρsl ¼ 0:8%), while at ρsl ¼ 1:6% the share is 50%.

ω¼
P

Asl,i �Rsð ÞþAp �Rp,0:2

Ac � f c,cyl
ð1Þ

It becomes clear that the constant prestressing steel
area has a high influence on the strength and the defor-
mation capacity of the mixed-reinforced tension chord,
which gains additional complexity due to the deviating,
softer bond properties of the post-tensioned tendons.
However, the given proportions are to be considered as
theoretical upper limits, as the prestressing steel remains
far from its yield strength. If the yield strength of the pre-
stressing steel is replaced by the expected tendon stresses
of a maximum of 1000 MPa as measured, the proportion
is in the range of 54 to 38 percent, which still underlines
the influence. The internal redistribution of the chord
forces can be seen in Figure 3c. From briefly explained
small-scale tests on the bond behavior of the strands and
the comparison of the fiber-optic sensor system with
referencing integral acting forces, together with mea-
sured joint opening (xgap) and estimation of a compres-
sion zone height xc, the stress increase of the tendons Δσp

in the field and support areas can be plotted as a function
of the longitudinal reinforcement level and cross-
sectional shape. The stress increases derived in an indi-
rect way on the basis of measured data seem plausible.
The basic trend of increasing prestressing steel stresses
with decreasing available cross-sectional area of the lon-
gitudinal reinforcement, which is correspondingly
increasingly heavily stressed, is to be expected. Due to
the antimetric moment gradient, the behavior of the field
and support cross-sections can be considered equivalent.
Only the T-beam cross-section in the field diverges as the
degree of longitudinal reinforcement drops. Since the
internal equilibrium is bound to a minimum of the inter-
nal deformation energy and thus always results in the
stiffest possible internal force flow, here the resultant
compressive force in the chord primarily moves upwards
and optimizes the lever arm of the internal forces without
placing greater stress on the tendon. The rather strong
chord deformation and tendon activation have an effect
on the shear stress field along the beam elements in addi-
tion to the observation on the cross-sectional level.
Remaining in the view of the strain plane, an increased
mean longitudinal strain εxm is observed in the web. In
addition, a strong deflection of the compressive stress
field takes place in segments at the tendon axis. In corre-
spondence to the tendon axis, a dominant compression
arch is formed, which is branched off in its extension by
advancing bending shear cracks.
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3 | LIMIT THOUGHTS ON THE
ADEQUACY OF THE THEORY OF
PLASTICITY

Approaches based on stress fields and plasticity theory pro-
vide a good basis for describing the load-bearing behavior for
beam elements with sufficient shear reinforcement to ensure
the assumptions of distributed fine shear cracking and suffi-
cient ductility.11,23 In view of the experiments at hand an
exceptional low degree of shear reinforcement did not nega-
tively influence the necessary assumed ductility. However,
the question of valid applicability of the principles and
assumptions of plasticity theory and extracted truss models
in particular naturally arises. In particular, a truss model
with comparatively flat compression strut inclination θ does
not appear compatible with the expected shear reinforce-
ment ductility. This aspect is illustrated in Figure 4. The
strain in the direction of the orthogonal shear reinforce-
ment εz results on the basis of Mohr's circle of strain con-
sidering the maximum compressive strain εc2 and the
mean longitudinal strain of the cross-section εxm.

εz ¼ εc2þ εxm� εc2ð Þ � cot2θ ð2Þ

The red line corresponds to the yield strain εy,sw of
the bare steel. Here, tensile stiffening of the steel embed-
ded in the concrete is not taken into account and yet it is
already apparent that angles of inclination from about
27 ∘ do not appear compatible with possible strains. This
is also consistent with our own experimental evidence
that flat shear cracks of less than 25 ∘ , which occur before
the shear strength is reached, but do not yet cause the
final shear failure kinematics, can already lead to rupture
of the stirrups. This means that caution is advised when
applying a progressively flat compression strut angle, as
such angles should possibly not be used to determine a
stable load-bearing component of the shear

reinforcement. The flat crack angles only occur when the
crack root is strongly deviating and the compression zone
is squeezed or when abrupt shear cracks occur (especially
in T-beam cross-sections) close to the ultimate loads
reached. The released resisting component of structure
can be immediately internally redistributed with a slight
drop in load in the meantime. The set of curves addition-
ally varies the influence of the mean longitudinal strain
εxm on the theoretical strain in the stirrup direction εz.
Here it can be seen that a comparatively reduced pre-
stress or progressive strain increase in the chords with
reduced longitudinal reinforcement has an equally detri-
mental effect on εz, if the strain compatibility is to be
maintained.

Figure 5 shows the listed approaches from Table 3 for
reducing the concrete compressive strength in the
cracked web as a function of crossing principal tensile
strain ε1.

ε1 ¼ εxmþ εxm� εc2ð Þ � cot2θ ð3Þ

The mean longitudinal strain εxm is calculated from
the strains of the extreme fibers of the cross-section after

FIGURE 4 Strain in the direction of the shear reinforcement

εz as a function of the compression field inclination θ and varying

longitudinal strain εxm; the red line marks the yield strain of the

stirrup reinforcement εy,sw.

r,c

1 52 3 4

Vsw

Vp,v

FIGURE 5 Application of selected approaches towards the

reduction factor kc on the compression field strength Vr,c using the

example of test R18. Numbering refers to Table 3; The stacked

areas (shear reinforcement Vsw and vertical component of

prestressing Vp,v, stress increase in the cut edge taken into account,

cf. Figure 3d) form the lower bound solution as a function of the

compression field angle θ.

TABLE 3 Different approaches to estimate the reduction

factor kc

# Authors kc equation

1 Collins14 1 0:8þ170 �ε1ð Þ ≤ 1:0

2 Muttoni24 1 1:05þ80 �ε1ð Þ ≤ 0:8

3 Sigrist23,25 1 1:2þ55 �ε1ð Þ ≤ 0:65

4 SIA 262; el. chords 0.6

5 SIA 262; pl. chords 0.4
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iterative computation of the strain plane under
acting moment and normal force from prestressing
and outer loading at ultimate limit state. The load-
bearing components of the shear reinforcement and
prestressed tendons are plotted as stacked areas depend-
ing on the compression strut inclination angle θ. The
shear capacity achieved in the R18 test is also marked
as an example. The order of the curves along the axis
of the compression strut angle to be applied can be
shifted as required. Depending on the chosen approach
for kc from Table 3, the curves represent the shear
capacity of the inclined concrete compressive stress field
Vr,c, the upper limit value of a possible plastic capacity.

V r,c ¼ bw,nom � z �kc �ηfc � f c � sinθ � cosθ ð4Þ

Approaches 3 and 5 suggest in this case for the beam
element R18, that depending on θ even a compression
strut failure could be achieved, if the missing resistance
delta after shear reinforcement and vertical tendon com-
ponent could be explained from the plasticity theory. At
this point it becomes obvious that with a low degree of
shear reinforcement, the shear strength capacity of pre-
stressed beam elements cannot be adequately described
by the plasticity theory. A concrete load-bearing compo-
nent, postulated in manifold ways, plays a significant role
here and allows for a much more favorable system load-
bearing behavior. From this perspective, the question
also arises as to what relevance must be attributed to a
limit on the compression strut load-bearing capacity of
the cracked web panel, if the load-bearing behavior is
characterized by a compression arch or by shear stresses
in the bending compression zone. This aspect will be part
of further considerations, but will not be pursued further
in this paper.

Figure 6 shows the development of the reduction
factor kc under commonly assumed maximum utilization

of the compression strut with variation of the mean lon-
gitudinal strain, using Sigrist's approach25 as an example.
As can be seen from Table 3, the principal tensile strain
serves as input parameter, whereby strictly speaking only
an iterative solution is possible due to mutual depen-
dence of kc, θ and ε1. This circumstance is bypassed using
a constant choice of the inclination angle θ and neglects
the iterative problem. Equations 1–3 from Table 3 are
topological similar, but differ primarily, because they
were derived on the basis of different test series (panel
tests/14,26 beam tests).23 This is also the reason for the dif-
ferent maximum cutoff. The assumption εc2 ¼�2:0‰
originates from the idea of the lower static load limit,
according to which, in the ideal plasticity-theoretical
case, concrete and shear reinforcement in the web simul-
taneously reach their maximum use. By means of defor-
mation measurements in the web level, Rupf27 was able
to show, that the compression strain at failure essentially
does not fall below εc2 ¼�1:0‰. Only in the area of the
tendon axis was εc2 ¼�2:0‰ recorded for the compara-
tively thin webs. Similarly, in the experiments discussed
within this contribution, on the basis of digital image cor-
relation and discrete DMS rosettes unaffected by cracks a
compression of the order of magnitude εc2 ¼�2:0‰ can-
not be reconstructed outside the load introduction in the
haunches. This assumption is therefore another factor of
uncertainty in the transfer of plasticity-theoretical truss
ideas to beam elements with a low degree of shear rein-
forcement. The model conception does not seem to be
suitable for describing the load-bearing behavior without
ignoring recognizable mechanical correlations and exper-
imental evidence.

A possible approach in the extension of the
stress field analogy based on plasticity theory can be con-
structed by combined fans of the compressive stress
field.28,29 Here, the originally simplified constant inclina-
tion of the compressive stress field is deviated by the ten-
don geometry. In addition, a slope can be attributed to
the compression chord. Alternatively, and much more
commonly implicit in international design standards, is
the interference of a truss model and a crack friction
component, making the principal strains and principal
stresses nonaffine θε ≠ θσð Þ.

This idea violates a basic assumption of plasticity
theory,30 but is popular because of its simple and prag-
matic implementation. Against its mechanical back-
ground, this idea is strongly coupled to the shear
cracking behavior of the web and thus has to be consid-
ered in ambivalence for high and low shear reinforce-
ment levels. The derivation of crack-bridging forces
requires a minimum crack opening and predominantly
tangential displacements along the crack path. This idea

FIGURE 6 kc as a function of the compression field angle θ

evaluated for Sigrists approach and varying strain εxm.
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underlies at least the small-scale tests that contributed to
the derivation of the aggregate interlock relationships.31

The characteristic cracking behavior of the prestressed
beams and a verification of these assumptions in the
presence of a low shear reinforcement ratio are presented
in the next section.

4 | CONSIDERATIONS ON CRACK
KINEMATICS

4.1 | Digital image correlation setup

The test series was accompanied by an exhaustive
measurement programme. In the following, key results
based on digital image correlation are illustrated. Digi-
tal image correlation was used to record concrete
deformation and cracking processes across the full
span of the beam element of constant web width. For
this purpose, the web surface was given a stochastic
pattern across the span. The evaluation based on the
relative displacements of the pixel facets and subset
deformations allows a continuous view of the spatially
varying principal deformations on the surface of inter-
est, which can be attributed a plane state of stress.
Local effects originating from a deviation of the com-
pression field along the tendon axis are excluded at
this point. In the course of the tests, two 2D systems
were used to ensure a sufficient resolution of about
2 pixels per millimeter over the complete width of
approx. 3.5 m of the area to be covered. Images were
taken every 5 s. After performing a perspective trans-
formation of the image data, which unifies the normal
vector of the observed surface with the lens' viewing
axis, the digital image correlation was performed. The
DIC formulation used has a robust kernel cross-
correlation and uses nonlocal gradients, so that even
in the case of strong discontinuity development due to
crack formation, the distortions can be calculated con-
sistently.15 The quality of the correlation and the reli-
ability of the absolute weight calculation depends
largely on the choice of the parameters gauge size,
subset size and step size, which is always a trade-off
between reduced noise and the detection of sharp
peaks of deformation (accuracy). Based on the pixel
displacements and grouping them into subsets, Green-
Langrange distortions Exx, Eyy and associated shearing
Exy can be determined. The transformation of the results
into distortions subsequently allows the calculation of
the principal strain ε1, which is used in further analysis
as an indicator of discrete crack width. Recalling Mohr's
circle of strain, these relationships are expressed in the
following terms.

εx ¼Exx

εy ¼Eyy

γxy ¼Exy �2
ε1 ¼ 1

2
� εxþ εy
� �þ1

2
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
εy� εx
� �2þ γ2xy

q
ð5Þ

Since a virtual strain gauge (VSG) is based on a poly-
nomial fit along pixel subsets the larger the environment,
the more pronounced the smoothing of deformation
values. Conversely this also means that peaks and thus
details of the measurement data are increasingly
reduced.16 In the context of these investigations, a good
compromise could be achieved with the settings in
Table 4 with regard to the above-mentioned constraints.

For influencing factors and possible blurring in the
course of the application and evaluation of digital image
data, refer to ref. 32.

4.2 | Crack kinematics processing

In the following, the essential steps in the processing of
the image data for the evaluation of the crack kinematics
are explained. A chronological overview of the elements
can be found in Figure 7. Image normalization is used to
increase the contrast of a DIC step to enable better
extraction of crack contour features of an image. This
step also removes noise from the image. While this proce-
dure falsifies the absolute measured relative pixel dis-
placements, it's important to state, that this step is not
the base for a further evaluation of the principal strains,
but only serves as a basis for the recording of the geomet-
ric crack contours. Thresholds on the pixel array are
based on the median ν of the single channel pixel intensi-
ties. Lower and upper bounds are formulated as:

low ¼ max 1:0�σð Þ �ν,0f g
high ¼ min 1:0þσð Þ �ν,255f g ð6Þ

The standard deviation is assumed to be σ¼ 0:33,
which has proven to be a robust value for isolating the
crack contours. In case of unfavorable exposure or noise
within the image data, this value may have to be adapted.
Using morphological methods of image processing,33,34

the center line of the extracted crack contour surfaces
can be determined, which naturally can also branch out
as usually observed in concrete. Since the automatically
generated crack network is defined on the basis of polyg-
onal grid points with irregular spacing, the crack path is
regularized for further evaluation, so that the subsequent
evaluations show a homogeneous data density.
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A homogeneous path t from arbitrarily spaced raw
contour points can be constructed by cumulative sum-
ming of all discrete differences and subsequent indepen-
dent interpolation of the x- and y-coordinates with
respect to the new coordinates.

tk ¼
Xk
i¼1

Δx,Δyð Þk k ð7Þ

The equally spaced crack contour provides the index-
ing filter for extracting translations u, v (refer to Figure 8)
and principal strain ε1 from true DIC data. The main dis-
tortions are evaluated along a VSG perpendicular to the
crack path. The length of the VSG is chosen to 30 pixels,
so that the information is acquired outside the discontin-
uous crack contour and is less likely to be affected by

local minima of the correlation quality in the high strain
area of opening cracks.15

The character of the crack kinematics can now be
assessed on the basis of the vectors c and r, whereby the
difference of angle results from the isolated comparison per
crack edge. If the direction of the crack normal corresponds
to the translation vector r, dominant crack opening on at
least one side without any components from sliding takes
place. The synthesis of this approach can be converted into
a statement on the dominant fracture mode. The following
section employs the outlined strategy of data preprocessing
and evaluation and illustrates for selected test specimens
with different cross-sections and varying longitudinal rein-
forcement essential key points in the context of the conten-
tiously discussed description of possible load-bearing
components from aggregate interlock as a component of
the global shear capacity of a beam system.

4.3 | Investigations in the context of
potential shear transfer mechanisms
arising from aggregate interlock

The crack kinematics and the character of the fracture
processes are discussed within the context of the present
paper for the largest and lowest longitudinal

ui

vi

vj

uj

ri

ci

cj

rj

crack kinematics
opening
sliding
mixed mode

(a)

(b) (c)

FIGURE 8 Evaluation of local crack kinematics a) Regularized

crack contour and orthogonal distance units for tapping the relative

displacements u and v; b) Definition of the vectors and angular

references under discussion; c) Illustration of the difference angle α

from crack edge movement and resulting impact on the transfer of

stresses across cracks. The intervals exclusive of the mixed mode

each take up a total of 20 ∘ and have only a pictorial meaning here.

Process crack path geometry
Image normalization
Automated threshold & boolean transform
Morphological closing
Binary skeleton by thinning
Network graph of skeleton

Crack path evaluation
Regularize crack path data
Match nearest neighbour pixel indices-

Compute virtual gauge extents (xi,yi), (xj,yj)
perpendicular to local crack slope (ci,cj)

Local crack kinematics
Evaluate principal deformation vector r from
increments dx, dy at positions (xi,yi), (xj,yj)

Evaluate angle between vectors r and c 
to estimate local crack opening and sliding

FIGURE 7 processing steps on crack kinematics.

TABLE 4 Essential parameters in the process of digital image

correlation; further details on the implementation are found

here.15,16

Parameters Settings

Gauge size 30 px

Subset size 23 px

Step size 10 px

Shape function Affine

Interpolation routine Cubic convolution

SSSIG threshold 50
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reinforcement ratio for rectangular and T beam cross-sec-
tions. Figure 9 shows the reciprocal of the difference
angles along significant crack paths for a load level,
scaled by the principal strains ε1 from DIC data. The
length of the red lines thus increases to the reciprocal of
the local crack width and thereby indicates crack seg-
ments whose crack opening is sufficiently small to be
able to transmit forces - if there is a dominant sliding
crack edge displacement at all. The cracks shown over
the load levels vary slightly in some cases because only
the main cracks under the respective load level are evalu-
ated with an automated threshold, cf. section 4.2. This

procedure reduces the crack pattern to the essential crack
contours and does not falsify the impression, as a possibly
slight crack and its increased proportion of recorded
crack sliding cannot contribute to a global load-bearing
fraction related to aggregate interlock, if it is adjacent to
massive shear crack opening in the web. The beam ele-
ments R25 and T25 with a high degree of longitudinal
reinforcement may still be able to serve load-bearing
components from the phenomenological viewpoint of
crack interlocking under moderate load levels; in the case
of the T-beam cross-section, this seems even more feasi-
ble. Under increasing load and upon reaching the

50% Vmax

70% Vmax

90% Vmax

50% Vmax

70% Vmax

90% Vmax

R25 T25

R18 T18

FIGURE 9 R25, R18 and T25, T18 fracture mode analysis based on local crack angles in correspondence to evaluated deformations

along crack edges and principal strains from digital image correlation.
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ultimate limit state, the crack edges move apart almost
exclusively in accordance with the concept of fracture
mode I. Rare peaks, artifacts of the fine discretization
along the crack path, have no mechanical significance. A
true order of magnitude of interlocked cracks to describe
the effective load-bearing mechanisms at the ultimate
load level does not seem justified. That is made all the
more evident for R18 and T18, which have a compara-
tively low degree of longitudinal reinforcement and
appear representative for economically designed bridge
cross-sections. Here, reduced crack branches that do not
open with priority form only in a limited number of
cases, mostly in accordance with the decreasing gradient
along the crack process zone starting from the crack
root.35 Different fracture mechanics approaches can also
be applied in this domain. In particular, recent investiga-
tions involving compressive stresses parallel to the crack
contour offer a possible approach here.36 Therefore the
application of widely used aggregate interlock model con-
cepts31,37 to determine an associated resulting global
load-bearing component is, in the opinion of the authors,
not appropriate. Formulating partial components of
structural capacity on this basis bypasses the control of
system equilibrium. In doubt, this overestimates the con-
tribution from aggregate interlock and implicitly leads to
a wrong way of thinking in the assumption of a model
conception of a derived internal load-bearing response.
Further considerations and discussions on the limits of
the physical background for a model approach grasping
the aggregate interlock phenomena can also be found in
other recent studies.38–40 These hypotheses are based on
one hand on the phenomenological assumptions of afore-
mentioned investigations on small-scaled tests and on the
other hand on the evaluations of presented tests using
digital image correlation and the evaluation of discrete
crack kinematics.

The definition of possible crack-bridging forces on the
basis of the local variation of crack sliding and crack
opening provides an elegant basis for linking different
boundary conditions in a generalized model, augmented
by empirical factors. However, the test arrangements
used (push-off tests, direct shear tests) are suitable to a
limited extent, since prefractured crack lips and a path-
independent development of the crack kinematics (see
ref. 41) cannot do justice to the cracking processes of a
full scale beam structure. Walraven31 assumes that crack
opening and sliding form consecutive processes, which
does not coincide with general and also the author's own
experimental observations. In particular, the assumption
of predominant crack sliding of the separated edges after
initial crack formation (and thus justifies the load-
bearing component from crack friction) cannot be con-
firmed on the basis of the evaluation of the experimental

data. The results are of course primarily limited to the
parameters of the test schedule. With a different maxi-
mum aggregate size, a high degree of shear reinforce-
ment and the associated limitation of the shear crack
widths, the impact of crack interlocking can be more sig-
nificant. With such a weak shear reinforcement ratio and
large longitudinal strains, aggregate interlocking is to a
certain extent self-excluding in the ultimate limit state.
Even independent of shear reinforcement keeping the
crack widths minimal, the surface roughness and thus
the maximum aggregate size can have a considerable
influence on the shear force transfer, especially in com-
paratively steep crack sections.42 In the focus of tests car-
ried out against the background of prestressed bridges in
existing structures with exceptionally low-shear rein-
forcement ratios, however, the results complement and
confirm previous investigations2,6,43 on prestressed con-
crete beams, which reveal a strongly decreasing propor-
tion of possible load-bearing components from crack
friction under increasing load. The basic assumption, that
the parameters describing the load-bearing mechanisms
across cracks in concrete - namely δn, δt, σcnt and σcnn as
briefly illustrated in Figure 10 - are assumed to be
smeared over a larger cracked domain, is mainly due to
the limitations of the experimental tests used to derive
these relations.

Figure 11 shows the macroscopic evolution of the
dilatancy ad along the critical crack contours at selected
load levels, as shown in Figure 9. The dilatancy ratio ad
of local crack opening and crack sliding shows character-
istic deviations for the investigated longitudinal rein-
forcement ratios for the considered tests and selected
load levels. With a heavy degree of longitudinal reinforce-
ment (R25 and T25), many critical crack paths show a
dominant crack opening (ad ≥ 1). At about 90% of the
ultimate load, the median of the dilatancy ratio of all
cracks considered falls below 1, and thus the character of
the crack kinematics is stronger defined by a local

u

v

FIGURE 10 Common convention of relative displacements at

the crack and derived stress components; the relative displacements

are formulated at a locally variable coordinate system along the

crack.
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parallel displacement of the crack sides or a global rota-
tion around the crack tip. At this stage, however, the
crack widths are already in the order of 2 to 3mm. There-
fore effective crack interlocking can no longer play a role
despite decreasing dilatancy. With reduced longitudinal
reinforcement ratio (R18 and T18), the interquartile
range shows a significantly lower variance within the dis-
crete dilatancy ratios along the crack paths. Here, a more
pronounced crack opening already takes place at a lower
load level, since the reduced longitudinal reinforcement
in the tension chord experiences high strains at an earlier
stage.

Irrespective of the degree of longitudinal reinforce-
ment and the shape of the cross-section, it can be stated
that the assumption of strictly consecutive movement of
the crack sides, as assumed by Walraven31 for example
and applied in abstracted push-off tests, cannot be
reproduced on the basis of the data from the digital
image correlation of full-scale beam tests, which allow
for a phenomenologically properly scaled development
of the crack formation processes. An example of this
may be the web of the support area of the test beam T18
immediately before and after abrupt failure of the

already distinctive and wide-open critical shear crack,
see Figure 12.

Under large deformation and plastic strain of the lon-
gitudinal reinforcement in the chord, the beam forms
progressively flatter shear cracks proceeding into the sup-
port area, which initially develop as bending shear
cracks. When the ultimate limit state is in sight, the com-
pression arch tries to flatten more and more, which leads
to final critical shear tension cracks in the web, which
finally progress into the compression zone below to such
an extent that the internal equilibrium can no longer be
maintained and kinetic energy is abruptly released.

5 | MODEL COMPARISON

Finally, the ultimate loads of presented tests are briefly
compared to the estimations of two shear strength
models. Figure 13 shows the normalized shear capacity
of the beam elements, classified by cross-sectional shape
and degree of longitudinal reinforcement. In comparison,
the load-bearing capacity was determined according to
the Flexural Shear Crack (FSC) Model2,44 and the

a

[% Vmax]

FIGURE 11 crack dilatancy as a function of crack kinematics.
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Modified Compression Field Theory (MCFT).14 While the
latter bases the concrete load-bearing component on
aggregate interlock, supplemented by empirical model
factors, the FSC model allows considering of a load-
bearing component of the concrete compression zone,
which is limited by a biaxial failure criterion, if the
degree of prestressing is sufficient. In the general proce-
dure of the FSC model, the analysis section is determined
by iterative computation. For the MCFT analysis, internal
forces, distortions and tendon inclination were consid-
ered at a distance d from the beginning of the haunch in
the support area. A significantly better assessment quality
is shown under the assumption that shear stresses in the
concrete compression zone can describe the shear
strength of prestressed beams with a low degree of shear
reinforcement complementing the comparatively low
truss mechanisms of the stirrup reinforcement and the
vertical component of the tendons.

It should be explicitly stated once again that a predic-
tion is not suitable as a measure of an explanation or
plausibility check, since one can draw perfectly precise
predictions from an incorrect model. Only mechanically

consistent models that build on causal relationships
appear trustworthy, since the sample size of experimental
evidence can never be sufficient, even with explicit model
restriction. As already demonstrated from various per-
spectives on all possible questions, that boil down to a
description of the shear strength and mechanisms in
structural concrete,38,41,45 the description of the load-
bearing behavior on the basis of the compatibility of the
overall strains appears to be the most logical approach.
Of course, a trade-off must be struck between the neces-
sary complexity and practical aspects.

6 | CONCLUSIONS

Within the scope of the presented investigations, struc-
tural tests were carried out on prestressed beam elements
under variation of the longitudinal reinforcement ratio.
Even in the case of plastic strain occurring in the longitu-
dinal reinforcement due to bending, the system load-
bearing capacity was always limited by a shear failure.
The ultimate failure can essentially be classified as a
bending shear failure, taking into account the entire load-
ing history. Under strong crack opening, the stirrups rup-
ture. In particular, the T-beams show increased tensile
shear cracking in the already cracked compressive stress
fields in the span and support areas before the failure
load is reached. At ultimate limit state the final fracture
is localized in a critical bending shear crack or in an
intrusive shear crack. The energy released can only be
damped by the stiffness of the chords or the crossing ten-
don, which is why the fracture of the tests with the low-
est degree of longitudinal reinforcement shows a
particularly abrupt character. In the course of the analy-
sis of the test results, starting from the prevalent strain
state at cross-section level and in the compressive stress
field of the cracked web, considerations are first made
about possible framing in the perspective of plasticity the-
ory, see section 2.4 and 3. Furthermore, digital image

FIGURE 12 T18 in the support moment area imminent before sudden failure and final crack pattern.

test results
FSC-Model [2]
MCFT [11]

FIGURE 13 Normed shear capacity of tested beam elements

compared to selected shear strength models.
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correlation data was used for an in-depth analysis of the
development of crack kinematics and evaluated in the
context of common models for the description of a possi-
ble load-bearing component derived from aggregate inter-
lock. On the basis of the tests, the data interpretation
presented and the model comparisons carried out, the
following can be stated:

• A reduced degree of longitudinal reinforcement does
not adversely affect the shear capacity. This is enabled
by a significant increase in strain of the initially mod-
erately prestressed tendons, cf. Section 2.2. The inter-
nal force equilibrium under failure depends on
principal strains within the beam system, the stiffness
conditions in the tension chords and the cracked com-
pressive stress field in the web in interaction with
crossing reinforcement and tendons. The increase in
strain in the tendons allows for the static equilibrium
in the cut edges under maximum bending, so that even
in the case of yielding longitudinal reinforcement, the
load path is finally defined by a shear failure.

• Beams with low ratio of shear reinforcement only ful-
fill assumptions for a plasticity-theoretical perspective
to a limited extent. Rotating crack models are not abso-
lutely suitable. However, aggregate interlock compo-
nents are widely used in shear model formulations,
especially for members without shear reinforcement.
This procedure cannot be adopted for the present
experimental investigations analogous to previous,
realistically scaled and adjusted test series.2,43,46

• Except for the crack process zone and the immediate
crack tip, no load-bearing component from aggregate
interlock can be justified on the basis of DIC analysis
for the considered constellation of prestressed beam
elements with a low-shear reinforcement ratio. An
evaluation of the crack friction with empirical models
was not carried out, because such models cannot
mimic the boundary conditions of a crack formation
process in the structural member in an adequate way.
The shortcomings lie mainly in the prefractured crack
surface of the push-off bodies and the inflexible kine-
matics (no classical rotation around the crack tip
possible).

• The model idea of a truss model and additive crack
friction does not appear reasonable in case of having
such a low-shear reinforcement ratio. A concrete load-
bearing component should at best be described deriv-
ing the general strain state, but at least on the basis of
the load-bearing capacity of the concrete compression
zone due to bending.

• The comparison of the experimental ultimate loads
with selected model approaches having different phi-
losophies in weighting dominant influencing factors

(see Chapter 5) shows that an explicit concrete bearing
component can be mechanically justified and forms a
promising approach in the context of evaluating pre-
stressed concrete bridges with a low-shear reinforce-
ment ratio.
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